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THE CURRICULUM-ESLC SEMINAR OF 1967 

Harold S. Madsen 

Likely no event in recent years has had an impact on Ethiopian education 
comparable to that of last year's seminar on curriculum development and the 
school leaving examination. While some participants are disappointed that more 
dramatic changes have Flot occurred during the twelve months since the seminar, 
the effect on both curriculum and testing, not to mention in·service training, text
books, and cooperative planning on various levels is truly significant, 

Sponsored Jointly by the Ministry of Education and the Faculty of Education 
at Halle Selfassle I U!'llversity, the seminar was attended by educational leaders 
and subject-matter specialists from the Ministry and the University as well as 
teachers f~~m the Government schools. Participants from various parts of the 
Empire convened In Addis Ababa between January 10 and 14, 1.997. Sessions 
were diVided Into commissions on Amharic , English , ge6grap~y, hIstory, science 
(with Committees on biology. chemistry, and" pRyslcs). and mathematics. " , , - ,-. 

\(Vhil~,"'the ageqda was Initially limi;e9 to an evaluation of the secondary 
school curriculum ,and the tweffth-grade school leaving exam , every commission 

' felt qompelled to ' consider relat:e'd: ma~ters which seemed ultimately to Impinge 
o'n ,instrvctfon received by secohdary schbol students. 

'j ' 

, , 

.. IMPORTANT RECOMMENDATIONS OUTSIDE THE PROVINCE Of 

CURRICULUM AND TESTING 

'Some of the seminar 's significant recommendations gr(3w out of discus$lons 
on . "peripheral" matters, . Each commission recognized that the successful im
plementation of new curricula depended on the solvIng of many nagging prob
lems. Inevitably. then, these diffioulties received almost as mucb . attention as 
the syllabus or; the examination, ' 

, I 

- Prqbably the most cfjfficult of trese problems to resolve include the general 
lack of qualified teachers; the Inadequate supply of books, materials, equipment. 
and audio-visual aids; and the badly crowd~d classrooms. Several commissions 
agreed that one of the most crucial problems was that of the wosfully inadequate 
teacher 'salary in Ethiopia. The appropriation of incr~ased, funds- for education . 
would obviously be needed to remedy most of these ills , 

. A less costly recomrnendation-one made by group after group In the 
semlnar-wC\s that the distribution of texts and materials be improved" From 
every part of the Empire came reports of outrageous delays In the, delivery of. 
books and supplies, It wa~ felt that a well-planned and adequately "supervised 
dIstribution program by the Ministry could quickly solve this serious problem. 

A textbook recommendation of even greater significance was made by several 
of the commissions. Because certain texts were culturally biased, inaccurate. 9ut 
of date. and difficult linguistically. it was urged that sound texts be prepared 
In language appropriate to Ethiopian secondary students , 
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Strong recommendations were also made In support of intensive il)-service 
training programs both on the elementary and secondary level. It was likewise 
felt that special orientation and training should be provided for newly-arrived 
expatriate teachers. 

Considerable support was also given the proposal that subject-matter inspect
orates be instituted. 

Improvement and better use of library facilities was urged. 

The employment of television and radio as adjuncts to Instruction was ad
vocated. 

Finally, the development of subject matter associations and journals received 
multiple-commlssion support. 

COMMISSION OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Proceedings, papers, and reports of the several commissions have been print
ed In a 29S-page Final Report. Regrettably, publication of the Report was delayed 
until the latter part of 1967, thus preventing the implementation of some recom
mendations u'ntil 1969 (since, for example, ESLC changes require a year's notice 
to the schools). Organization of the individual sections leaves much to be desired. 
and lack of uniform content is quite noticeable (one-third of the report being 
devoted to English, one-tenth to science, and less than one·fortieth to geography). • 
Nevertheless, the fundamental recommendations of each commission are clearly 
set down; these plus supporting evidence and argume.nts constitute a valuable 
refereoce source for Ministry and University officials, curriculum planners. ·and 
test makers. The following paragraphs set forth the key observations and recom
mendations made in each subject group: curriculum, ESLC examination, and re
lated areas. 

AMHARIC COMMISSION-Unfortunately the seventy-seven P8g~ report of 
the Amharic Com Iss ion was published only in Amharic. Thus non·Ethlopian edu
cators were deprived of information that might have complemented that brought 
to light by other commissions. For instance, some of the common problems In 
teaching Amharic and English suggest the possible value of a permanent language 
commission designed to cope with matters ranging from textbook production to 
in-service training. 

CURRICULUM - In the area of curriculum, the Amharic Commission focused 
on the 1956 (Eth. CaL) Amharic syliabus for secondary schools. Members 'Criticlzed 
its inclination towards teacher guidance rather than towards the subject matter. 
They were disappointed to see the syllabus hadn't been modified even though the 
preface indicated that this would be done. Moreover, they noted with dlssatlsfac· 
tion that the syllabus had no connection with recommended AmhariC texts. It was 
felt the subject matter lacked proper organization and that the syllabus failed to 
provide satisfactory guidance for each grade. 

It was therefore recommended that a new syllabus be developed by utilizing 
the findings of the commission' and modifying the existing syllabus. In addition. 
it was decided that a teacher's manual should be prepared from the present 
syllabus. A third recommendation was that translation be taught in secondary 
school Amharic classes. (A surprising suggestion, unless confined to prOViding 
techniques tor translating badly needed materials into Amharic). Fourth, It was 
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felt that a vocabulary list of difficult words and their meanings should I;)e' In
cluded In the new syllabus. 

ESLC - Turning to the ESLC test, the commlssl~n ' agreed that the Amharic 
examination was based on the existing syllabus. The test appeared neither too 
difficult nor too simple, and ample time was provided. However, there wasn't 
much choice permitted In the paper. Those who corrected the test were lenient. 

Other. Since the test seemed to be satisfatory, commission members prob
ed to fInd reasons for student failure in the Amharic portion of the school leaving 
exam. They concluded that the Inadequate supply of teachers and Amharic texts, 
poorly prepared Amharic teachers, excessIvely low teacher salaries, and crowded 
classes were the primary causes. Part of their suggested remedy consisted of 
one to two years of methodology and a screening examination for teachers plus 
a boost In salary. 

Surveying the tex.tbook situation, participants disclosed not only that there 
was a textbook shortage but also a dearth of up· to-date Amharic texts. The texts 
in use were found to be full of errors. There was also conSiderable disagreement 
between Amharic grammar texts on explanations, description, and other matters. 
And no texts were available for those who learn Amharic as a second language. 
Nor were there any books on Amharic handwriting. Consequently. It was recom
mended that new Amharic' texts be written, Including an ideal Amharic grammar, 
and an Amharic dictionary. as well as 8 textbook on remedial work based on com
mon errors of students for whom Amharic is a second language. In the meantime, a 
committee was selected to study and select available texts; and the establishment 
of other committees was recommended to assure the proper distributIon of books, 

. the correctIng of errors in existing books, and the improvement of Amharic dis
seminated through the mass media. 

Finally, It was proposed that a language academy be established as soon 
as possible. Until the academy is established, loan wards from other languages 
for which equivalent Alllharic words can be found were to be collected and Issued 
to the public. It is the opinion of the writer that while greater uniformity Is 
deSirable In Amharic grammars and dictionaries, "legislation" in an academy Is 
a questionable means of achieving this end. 

ENGLISH COMMISSION - Both language and literature were covered by this 
c0lT)mission. but the required subject of English language ·understanda.bly received 

" most attention. The English Commission was unique at the seminar In that it 
concentrated almost exclusively on the ESLC examination. Nevertheless, the decl

. sions regarding the examination had far-reaching implications for t~e curriculum. . . 
Curriculum. The existing language curriculum was found to bf3 unsuitable; 

thus It was recommended that an immediate reviSion be made. T1iere was not 
sufficient time during the seminar for this undertaking. but it was felt 8 detailed 
outline of the forthcoming Oxford texts would be suitable as a sylh~bus. (Un
fortunately. the text-as-sYllabus curriculum neglects such important areas as 
speaking, , listening, and reading. ex.cept when touched on InCidentally as In 
SCience, mathematics or history.) Specifically. precis writing was to be dropped 
from the curriculum along with the wrIting of uncontrolled compOSitions. Con
trolled composition writing was to extend through grade twelve. Extensive read
Ing of modem prose was to . be required. 

CertaIn methods were recommended as indispensable In teaching this cur· 
rlculum: an oral approach to language. more extensive drill of basic structures.' 
and oral practIce prIor to writing-In the early grades. 
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The problem of the literature curriculum was s9 serious that· for all practical 
purposes literature instruction was to be suspended until It coule be decldeQ what 
literature to teach, whether to stress reading or literature, how to. test this 
material. how to secure adequate texts, etc . . 

ESLC. Foliowlng intensive study of virtually every facet of language testing, 
the English Commission made these recommendations regarding the language 
test: both the precis question and the free-essay question should be abolished, 
the comprehension section considerably modified, the structure section greatly 
expanded in size and scope, an objective section added on the testing of com
position skills, and possibly a piece of controlled writing. A detailed outline of the 
proposed test was presented to and accepted by the Commission. The most 
striking change would be the format: a shift from a predominantly essay test 
to an almost exclusively 'objectlve test. 

Equally dramatic was the recommendation on the literature test: This exam 
was to be suspended as of 1968. unt il the problems outlined above, under lite-
rature currIculum, courd be resolved. ' 

Other. It was agreed that the "state of English teaching in Ethiopia" was 
"critical." Needs on the elementary level included: specialist training In English 
as a second language, 8 crash program of In-service training, a much Improved 
system of textbook distribution, and Improved salaries. Needs on the secondary 
level included : a subject inspectorate, intensive in-service training Including full 
use of radio and television, improved coordination between teacher training 
institutions, and TESL train ing for Incoming expatriate teachers. 

A thoroughly ~ sound but controversial conclusion by this. commission was 
that; if free essay writing was unsound in English classes, it was equally inap
proprlate ' In other subjects and equally indefensible in other portions of the 
ESLC. Though 'unpopular In other commiSSions, this pronouncement nevertheless 
promised to hasten the transition to obje<;tive questions on the ESLC. 

GEOGRAPHY COMMISSION - Noting that geography affords practical ap
plication of mathematics and science while providing skills needed In such sub
jects as history, economiCS, and sociology, members of this commission spot
lighted the \importance of geography in .developing countries. Their f irst recom
mendation was that geography should be a basic rather than an alternative sub
ject. 

Curriculum. Before setting down recommended changes in the secondary 
curriculum. the commission turned Its attention to needed changes on the ele
mentary level, notably sharper definition of content, Identification of ·.baslc con- -
cepts and skills, a,ctlvity·ce·ntered Instruction based on local geographl~1 pheno-
mena. I I. , 

On the secondary level , It was recommended that the curriculum be reo 
vised to include the study of natural regions and man's activities therein as wel/· 
as the role of man in changing the natural landscape. A new syllabus was recom
mended for grades nine and ten-the study of continents being replaced by 
that of natural regions. It was also felt that more time should be spent on 
integrated mapwor!< and direct observation. Unlike the English Commission sug
gestion of an Inspectorate to insure proper implementation, members recom
mended the c.lrculatlon to teacqers of detailed gufd~s. 

ESLC. FollOWing a heated discussion, it was recommended that ESLC ex
aminers review test questions In the light of model answers; that more time 
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be allowed for the test, a wider choice of questions be permitted, a compulsory 
section of objective questIons be included, and It possible C'l Question on pboto
graph Interpretation. 

Other. The language, geographical approach and content of exi~ting text
books were found to be unsuitable. Newly prepared or recommended texts should 
be reviewed by a geography textbook committ ee (consisting of teachers and 
specialists in geography, English, and education) and should be tried out in the 
classroom. The very ul:lsatisfactory system of book distribution should be re
medied so that supplies can be received on time; teachers should not be held 
responsible for books. Teaching aids, including maps, are essential. 

Active student p-.rtlclpatlon, a variety of teaching methOds, use of up-to
date information and teaching of current developments were listed as vital. 
Special recruitment, orientation, and in-service training were suggested to help 
alleviate the shortage of well-trained geog~aphy teachers , The development of 
suitable radio and television programs was recommended, as was a geography 
teachers association. 

HISTORY COMMISSION - Curriculum. Because the 1956 (Eth. CaL) sylla
bus was unsatisfactory. a new syllabus was prepared. Major aims included con
veying a sense of continuity in history, apprecia:tlon of earlier societies, under
standing change and progress as well as movements towards nationalism and 
international organization, understanding of government function and citizen 
obligation! and a grasp of contemporary developments. 

The new and detailed syllabus eliminated unnecessary duplication. intro-, 
duced occasional new topics, and shifted difflCl,JJt material to later grades. 
Thus th!3 difficult matters of feudalism and enlightenment were moved from 
grade seven .to a higher grade; beginning with Christianity and Islam, instruc
tion was extended to World War I to make room for civics in grade eight. Ninth 
grade subjects ranged from .prehisroric tImes to 600 A.D ,; parallel development 
of ancient civilization, continuity between East and West, the Roman legacy, 
and early documented Ethiopian history were included. Grade ten covered the 
period from the seventh to the seventeenth centuries-in the Mediterranean 
World and Europe, Ethiopia, and Africa; exploration and discovery included such 
matters as the fate of the or iginal Inhabitants of America and the first European 
attempt to westernize Africa, Grade eleven covered Ethiopia, Africa, and the 
world-from the mid-seventeenth ~entury to the mid-nineteenth century. Grade 
twelve covers essentially the period from 1850 to the present in Ethiopia, Africa, 
and the world-most time being spent on Ethiopian history . 

ESLC. Several recommendat.ions were made relative to the hiS\ory portion 
of the school leaving examination; the time for the test ,should be. Increased; 
current affairs questions should be made optional ; students should revise, write 
neatly, and avoid ambiguity; questions should be 60 per cent essay and 40 per 
cent objective; the test should concentrate on material covered in grades eleven 
and twelve with 40 per cent on Ethiopia, 30 per cent on Africa, 20 per cent on 
the rest of the world, and 10 per cent on current affairs', It was also suggested 
that a special ·paper be prepared for those Intending to enter the Faculty of 
Arts at the University. This suggestion seems contradictory to a very sensible 
History Commission recommendation that the ESLC "not be used to serve the 
twin purpose of testing the students' achievement and recommending his en· 
trance to the University." It was also suggested that the ESLC be held In March 
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In order to provide students "a longer period of coaching." But at the,same time 
is was considered alarming for the whole system of education In the Empire 
to be subordinated to the "Idea of examination." Finally, it was felt·the Ministry 
should ultimately take over from the University the responsibility of producing 
the ESLC. 

Other. The Ministry of Education was urged to prepare textbooks on Ethi
opian and African history; in the Interim, Inf9rmatlon was to be compiled on 

. these areas, then mimeographed and distributed to teacher. It was thought that 
teaching would be Improved If teachers were provided with reference books, 
teaching aids, and up-te-date details on current events, The Commission went 

" on reoord in favor of · an increased number of history periods in the school 
schedule; current events radIo broadcasts for students, avoidance of premature 
specialization (one of the ills frequently ' I')oted by the current Presidential Com
mission at the University), and in-service training-particularly in the form of 
seminars. 

SCIENCE COMMISSION. - This commission covered the area~ 'of general 
science plus the three pure sciences: biology, chemistry, and phYSics. 

Curriculum. Considerable time was spent "reorganizing" all SCience syllabi. 
The revised curriculum for pure biology included elementary histology (including 
plant and animal celles form physiology, and function of plants); review of the 
animal kingdom; mammalian foetus, functions of the placenta, and parental care; 
parasltlc mode of life, genetics and evolution; and applied biology, including. 
personal observation, 

The' revised pure chemistry curriculum Included al/ of the general s,clence 
chemistry items plus additional material for those planning to take the pure 

,chemistry examination. The folloWing are the major areas covered: chemical and 
physical properties, chemical and physical change; simpler properties of acids, 
bases and salts along with methods for the preparation of salts; laws of conserva
tion of mass, definite proportions, multiple proportions, Boyle's law. etc.; con
cept of atoms and molecules, symbols and formulae; electrolysis; acidity and 
alkalinity, ionization of water, etc,; reversible reactions, effect of temperature' 
on rate of reaction etc.; air, hydrogen, water, nitrogen, carbon, allotropes, chlorine, 
sulphur'. phosphorus ; general properties of metals and non-metals; and simple 
test for radicals. ' 

From the discussion on the physics examination, it became apparent that 
the following general areas were covered In the physics syllabus; p'roperties of • 
matter and mechanics; heat. light, and sound; magnetism and elect~iclty. How. 
ever, no physics syllabus was included in the final report. I ' 

The revised general science syllabus was likewise omitted from the FInal 
Report (with the exception of the chemistry section). 

ESLC. Examiners regretted the tendency to teach "only towards the ESlCE." 
They Indicated that "understandlng based on factual knowledge" should be 
sought-not just factual knowledge. Practical application of knowledge. ability 
to convey ideas, logic, planning of answers, and appreciation of cause and effect 
were regarded as related to ~uccess on the science test. 

It was agreed that there should be no change in the general SCience ex
amination. Paper) (an excellent predictor of overall performance) was to be a ' 
prerequisite for an overall pass. 

The pure biology exam was to be allotted three hours In the ,future. The com-
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pulsory first portion would be an objective test coverinn the entire syllabus and 
worth 20 to 30 per cent of the total paper. Candidates would select and write on 
five out of eight essay questions, no single question being compulsory. 

The pure chemistry and pure physics examinations 'w'Vould follow the format 
for pure biology, except that students sitting for the latter test would answer 
six out of eight essay questions from three branches of physics. 

Moreover, It was urged that practical examination questions be included at 
the earliest possible date in the science portion of ESLC tests . 

Other. A number of handicaps to efficient Instruction were catalogued: in
adequate laboratory facilities, inadequate supplies (often due to adminIstrative 
bungling). Improper scheduling, lack of reference books and library facilities 
(again often due to poor admlnistratrve procedure) . It was sugQ.8Sted that an 
inspectorate be set up to evaluate the Science needs of schools and to devIse 
means of meeting these needs. A regular budget for equIpment and expendable 
materials was requested along with the employment of Junior lab assistants; 
recommended, too, was 'a c~ntral materials and equipment store together with 
a qualified traveling scIence equipment repairman. 

CommissIon members also requested that the following actions be taken: 
1) enforcement of the ruling that pure science require 'five to six periods weekly, 
2) Inauguration of double periods for science work, 3) improvement of library 
facIlities, 4) c~ssation of automatIc promotions, 5) Iqauguratlon of a , tenth' 
grade achievement exam, 6) proper correlation between suoJect offerings and 
staff capability, 7) use of specialists primarily In theIr fi elds of spooiallzation. 
8} adequate training of candidates in examination technique, 9} restriction ' of 
"regular," ESLC candidates to only these examinations for which they have been 
properly trained, 10) distribution to the schools of University entrance requlte
ments, 11) Inauguration of in-service training to ' acquaint bfology teachers with 
Ethiopian ecology, 12) cautious and sImultaneous Introduction of new syllabi, 
13) revision of the Kirby biology books, 14) commissioning of textbooks, lab
oratory manuals. and field manuals-particu larly in physics and chemistry. 
15} an Immediate survey to determine which science syllabus each school is 
following, 16) rosumptlon of Scie Ice News publication, 17) ' possIble nation
wide competition in biology, 18) the organization of future semInars, 19) the 
Improvement of science teacher salaries. 

MATHEMATICS COMMISSION. - Curriculum. The 1956 (Eth. dal.) curricu· 
lum was declared to be quite u.nsultable for the sooondary schools.; It was de
cided that the old curriculum should be completely disregarded. Delegates ' reo . 
commended that Entebbe maths be Introduced in all ninth grades In Msskaram 
1960 (Eth . Cal.) providing texts are available and teachers prepared for the new 
mathematics. It was further ruled that elementary and secondary schools con· 
centrate on the metric system. Elementary schools and TIl 's were urged to 
introduce Entebbe mathematics as soon as possible; these schools should give 
adequate stTess also' to mental arithmetic. 

ESLC. Like other commissions, the Maths Commission suggested likely 
reasons for s udent failure ~n the ESlC: poor standards In elementary school. 
carelessness In reading instructions, automatic promotlot,l, allowing too many , 
to sit for the examination. and weak teachers. . 

Delegates were satisfied with the "content and conduct" of the examination, 
but felt that "think" questions shouldn't be extended. Formal proofs of geometrical 
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theorems, they felt, led to mere memorization. It was recommended that 9bjectlve 
tests be tried out experimentally during the school year to determine whetheJ, or 
not they should be used In future ESlC mathematics test. Formal· proofs of 
theorems would not be Included "as from 1960 E.C." and it was felt that plans 
and elevation drawing should· be eliminated. Various constructions, however, were 
to be included. . .. 

The more highly. ,specialized Maths B test would include more thought ques
tions, certain constructions, vO,lume computation, cosine and tangent rules,. ambi-
guous case, and cofunctions and sine rule up to 180 degrees. . 

Other, Commission members decried the textbook situation: Not only was 
there a shortage of texts but available books were out of date. Teaching materials 
were also in short supply. Rote memorization was too prevalent. 

It was recommended that 1) an Entebbe maths seminar be conducted dur
ing the summer. 2) Entebbe books and other texts and supplies be supplied 
the schools before the school year begIns, 3) briefing sessions be 'held for 
new teachers, 4) mathematics specialists visit the schools an<! consult with 
teachers, 5) mathematics texts for grades seven and eight be in simple English. 
6) area seminars be held for maths teachers, 7) automatic promotions be dis
oontinued, 8) Maths Department heads be selected to help guide teachers, 
9) efforts be made to attract and hold good teachers, 10) periodicals and books 
on mathematics be made available in school libraries, 11) audio-visual aids and 
television programs be provided. 12) ESlC examiners visit schools to acquaint 
themselves with pr,?blems and difficulties to be found there. 

SUMMARY - Curriculum specialists would certainly applElud the 1967 
Seminar not only for its efforts to up-date the curriculum but also for the 
approach u~ed , Soliciting the contribution of secondary school teachers, as well 
as Ministry and University educators and subject,matter specialists was psy
chologically and educationally sound, In addition, the seminar provided an ex
cellent opportunity for feedback on previous school-leaving exams. not to men· 
tion a valuable group of resource persons for prospective tests. Then. too. the 
semInar was a constructive means for funneling. collating. and evaluating In
dIvidual complaints and recommendations. 

Despite the soundness of the seminar and the remarkable efficiency with 
which it was conducted. some Improvements might well have b'een made. For 
one thing. officials should have provided for a careful evaluation of the seminar 
itself In order that future conferences might be stili more successful. S¥lcondly. 
the Final Report, as suggested earlier, should have been issued promptly; a uni
form format provided. and a synthesis made of parallel suggestions. Moreover, 
plans should have been formulated for follow·through on various projects ranging 
from local textbook production to prOjected reviSion of syllabi. recommended in· 
service seminars, and administrative deciSions on textbook distribution, for In
stance. Failure to act promptly on matters economically feasible convinces some 
participants that the Ministry is Indifferent to their suggestions. Fourth, a follow
up report should be Issued to seminar participants. outlining the progress that 
has been made on commission recommendations. And. lastly, provision should 
be made for periodic seminars of a similar nature. ·since curricula, texts. ex
aminations and the like need constant re-evaluatlon and modification, 

In conclusion, what were some of the major accomplishments of the 
seminar? For one thing, there was established-often for the very first time-
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genuine communication between secondary school teache~8 'and Univet$ity teach-
ers; between university people and Ministry officials. While this was,true in most, 
If not al.1. commissions, it was specifically referred to In the Maths report: 

'The Seminar on Mathematics was an extremely fruitful one. Several 
misunderstandings were cleared up, leading the way to closer cooperation 
and understanding between the schools and the University', 

This same spirit of cooperation has been in evidence ever since the seminar. 
Coordination and cooperation between various agencies and Institutions has also 
been stimulated. Stili another accomplishment Is the curricular changes that 
have occurred as a result of seminar recommendations. Significantly, the more 
concrete the recommendation the more likely Its . Implementation. Suggestions 
for curriculum studY' or re-evaluatlon tend to be postponed. 

Changes in the examination are also being made, along the lines laid down 
by the seminar; for· instance, the sweeping changes recommended by the English 
Commission are being totally Implemented (since early notice was given to the 
schools). Changes In other subjects will continue in subsequent years. More· 
over, progress is being made In local textbook production, though admittedly some 
of these efforts antedated the seminar. , 

Most encouraging Is the attitude of the Ministry of Education (as well as 
that of the Faculty of Education) towards seminar recommendations. Not only 
have certain curricular and test changes been put into effect but even such 
minor suggestions as the re-issuing of Teaching News. Nor have the participants 
simply waited for changes to occur. IndivIduals have written artIcles and lobbied 
for changes. The English teachers have organized an informal assocIation featuring 
monthly meetings of practical demonstrations and discussions. plus an excellent 
journal now in its. fifth issue; this entire effort has stemmed directly from the 
seml,nar. 

It is to be hoped that the 1967 Curriculum Development and ESlC Seminar 
will be simply the first in a continuing series of efforts to pool available re
sources In order to perfect the educational process in EthiopIa. 
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